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Shotgun Ammunition 
 
Introduction. Many years ago, in the days of practical pistol, I used to make my own ammunition. I 
had two multi stage presses and produced hundreds of rounds a week in all kinds of pistol calibres. 
I therefore thought that making shotgun ammunition would be a simple matter of lobbing the 
components into a case and blasting it off down range. It wasn’t.  
 
Why bother? A box of birdshot comes in at under £5 but the component parts cost almost as 
much - therefore, I don’t bother with birdshot. Similarly, buckshot is also reasonably cheap in 
comparison to the initial outlay needed, especially when you only use a handful of these rounds a 
year. But slug is remarkably expensive, with costs between £15 and £25 a box of 25!  
 
I only really shoot at Practical Competitions and some of you will know I shoot a box (magazine) 
fed shotgun, albeit with limited success. I treat the shotgun like a large rifle and shoot more slug 
than the other two cartridge types. My early attempts at ammunition were slow to develop and 
came with unexpected problems – while at the same time I was building up my competition 
shotgun. I think I’m there now but it’s been a long road – about a year.  
 
Components of a homemade shotgun cartridge. The range of parts available to make shotgun 
ammunition is very diverse. Having consulted YouTube, Keith Howell and numerous forums, I went 
halves with Dave H on a Lee press and bought a Lee slug mould and a pile of various 
components. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                     A typical shotgun slug round is made up of  
 

1. Case (Hull) 
2. Primer 
3. Powder 
4. Wad (in this case plastic) 
5. Filler 
6. Shot 

 
 
 
 
 



 
There is a similar layout for bird or buckshot, but the filler may sit over the shot to hold it against 
the crimp. There are numerous different variations on this theme, particularly when looking at 
commercial ammunition. With slug for example, the case will often be roll crimped, the filler is not 
required and the slug itself is the diameter of the bore. It is common that the wad will also be fixed 
to the shot for enhanced stabilisation. 
 
Assembly. The Lee multistage press carries out the stages of assembly similar to a conventional 
press. It replaces the primer, re-shapes the brass, meters the powder and shot and also allows 
simple insertion of the wad and compresses the end into a star crimp. I don’t have a roll crimp yet, 
feeling that I could do more with a press for a slightly higher cost outlay. 
 

 
 
Problems. There are three types of common cartridge (or hull) construction. Firstly, paper which I 
ignore. Then there are Compression and Poly Formed plastic cases. The former are more popular, 
Winchester AA for example and these reload well. Their cases are tapered. The latter are cheaper 
and more common so guess which one I went for? The problem comes with finding a wad that 
suits the straight walls of this case. The tiny gaps (see dimension 1 in the diagram below) between 
the case and the wad allowed a tiny amount of powder to leak through – which was temporarily 
solved by using a thicker grained powder. Later I found a wad that suits straight walled cases. 
Using, for example, a Winchester wad in a Winchester case seals the gap as shown below in 
dimension 2.  
 

 
 
The next problem is another one of dimensions. In star crimped cases, a gap of 13mm (1/2 in) is 
needed to allow the crimp to form properly. Powder volume is initially determined by the recipe but 
every other dimension changes and can be changed by the rest of the components. When all 
these dimensions are added together, that 13mm gap must still be present. For example, the wad - 
the height from base to shot cup is obvious, but the dished affect of the base allows powder to 
reside, which effects height when assembled. The solution is a lot of testing and liberal use of 
fillers! 
 



Accuracy. Commercial ammunition results in a good, tight group. At the same distance, the home 
made ammunition was less spectacular. Many attempts to improve this have been tried, and the 
following is a summary: 
 

Idea Result Remark 

Card disc between wad and 
shot helps ‘detachment’ 

No change Source – Internet 

Varying speed  No change By changing powder and quantities 

Using a 7/8 oz shot instead 
of a 1 oz shot 

No change The idea was that the 7/8 shot is better balanced. 
It has kept cost and recoil down. 

Cutting the petals of the 
wad down 

Little change Source – Internet 

Home made full bore shot 
with base wad stuck on 

No change Use of a suitably modified socket and a fibre wad  

Different wads No change  

Roll crimp Not tested yet…  

 

 
 
Conclusion. Eventually, I’ve achieved a reasonable cartridge that’s cheap and easy to 
manufacture, while capable of hitting a bowling pin at 25 meters every time. It’s also low recoil but 
with enough power to cycle the gas piston on the shotgun. It’s not a hobby for the impatient, but its 
been an enjoyable journey. 
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